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Abstract
We introduce an edge-based procedural texture (EBPT), a procedural model for semi-stochastic texture generation. EBPT
quickly generates large textures from a small input image. EBPT focuses on edges as the visually salient features extracted from
the input image and organizes into groups with clearly established spatial properties. EBPT allows the users to interactively or
automatically design new textures by utilizing the edge groups. The output texture can be significantly larger than the input,
and EBPT does not need multiple textures to mimic the input. EBPT-based texture synthesis consists of two major steps,
input analysis and texture synthesis. The input analysis stage extracts edges, builds the edge groups, and stores procedural
properties. The texture synthesis stage distributes edge groups with affine transformation. This step can be done interactively
or automatically using the procedural model. Then, it generates the output using edge group-based seamless image cloning.
We demonstrate our method on various semi-stochastic inputs. With just a few input parameters defining the final structure,
our method can analyze the input size of 512× 512 in 0.7 s and synthesize the output texture of 2048× 2048 pixels in 0.5 s.

Keywords Texture synthesis · Procedural modeling · Image analysis

1 Introduction

Texture synthesis has been used in various traditional com-
puter graphics areas such as digital art, gaming, real-time
applications, and visualization, as well as in scientific areas
that aim at understanding the underlying principles of com-
position and appearance of materials and structures [6].

Texture synthesis algorithms aim to provide expressive yet
straightforward methods that are easy-to-control and gener-
ate large expanses of texture quickly. Existing approaches can
be classified into example-based, procedural, and simulation-
based. Example-based methods use existing textures to
create new ones. Procedural synthesis uses algorithms and
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control parameters to generate a texture. Simulation-based
approachesmimic appearance producing processes observed
in nature.

Despite progress in texture synthesis, many challenges
remain unsolved. Example-based methods are limited to the
provided examples and suffer from limited user control.
Moreover, large quantities of data are needed to meet user
requirements and train a deep neural network. They also do
not always generalize across different examples, and com-
bining examples can be problematic. Procedural methods
are difficult to control because the input parameters do not
have apparent interpretations, are nonlinear, and have intri-
cate interdependencies. The user often uses a trial-and-error
approach to generate the output. Simulations may require
the user to have a good understanding of the modeled phe-
nomena. They are usually slow, do not offer extensive output
data, and do not allow the user to affect the intended output
appearance directly.

Inverse procedural modeling [1] harnesses the power
of procedural modeling by finding descriptions of pro-
cesses that generate structures and their parameters. It is
similar to generation by-example in that it uses existing
structures, yet the goal is finding an underlying procedu-
ral representation of the input. Inverse procedural models
have been successful in generating regular structures. Ran-
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dom structures were addressed using noise or noise-similar
basis functions [21], but the scope of these functions is
limited.

Our key observation is that texture synthesis can be
expressed as a controllable inverse procedural problem.
An input image can be classified into visually important
(salient) features (edges) [36] that can be stored as parameter-
ized procedural building blocks. Our edge-based procedural
texture (EBPT) bridges the gap between example-based
texture synthesis and inverse procedural modeling. EBPT
consists of groups of edges, and their mutual relationship
can be thought of as terminal symbols of the procedu-
ral generation. The relationship is the parameter set of
the EBPT. The input texture image is analyzed, and the
edges are encoded into edge groups based on their spa-
tial properties. The edge groups and the input texture are
used to synthesize the output texture. The output texture
is outlined by positioning the edge groups (manually or
automatically). Then, seamless image cloning [38] com-
pletes the output pixels. By storing the salient features and
encoding their properties, we provide a method for syn-
thesizing structures similar to the input. A set of simple
input parameters can efficiently and intuitively control the
process.

Figure 1 shows our approach. The input exemplar is
analyzed, and the EBPT is generated. The final image is
synthesized using only a few representative edge groups
and is completed by pixel filling. Several variants can
be generated from a relatively small input sample. Our
main contributions are: (1) a novel procedural model called
EBPT for texture representation as a set of parameter-
ized procedural building blocks called edge groups that are
based on visually important features (edges), (2) encoding
of edges and groups of edges, (3) an interactive algo-
rithm for texture synthesis by utilizing the edge groups,
and (4) a set of controls that allow the transformation
and combination of multiple exemplars at a fine level
to design new textures, rather than simply replicating
them.

2 Related work

Our work is related to inhomogeneous textures computed
from examples using a prior extraction of salient features, as
well as to inverse procedural modeling.

Inhomogeneous textures A large body of work has
appeared in the past two decades in the field of by-example
texture synthesis—too many to be thoroughly enumerated
here—and we refer the reader to reviews that describe pre-
vious work [3,46]. By consensus, optimization techniques,
as first introduced in [30], provide the best state-of-the-art
results, as long as textures are homogeneous. Inhomoge-
neous or highly structured textures still raise important
issues. A prior analysis step is needed to provide either a
smart initial guess [28] or guidance maps [54]. However,
it is generally difficult to extract and segment “meaningful”
structure-related information (e.g., a feature or distancemap)
fully automatically. The complexity of the corresponding
objective function formulation also leads to time-consuming
synthesis and allows only limited control compared to pro-
cedural texture synthesis.

Edges, ridges, andmoregenerally curvilinear features pro-
vide major human visual cues [36] as opposed to cues from
surfaces with small gradient changes [4]. This has been used
by many “edge-aware” image processing techniques [15]
including filtering [51] and denoising [9]. Not surprisingly,
they have been also considered essential in texture synthesis:
Several methods apply a prior edge detection, such as the
Canny edge detector, to improve or guide synthesis [48,53]
or to synthesize the edge strokes directly [2,26,34]. Portilla et
al. use statistics on wavelets coefficients to generate textures
[39], andWuet al. [49] focus on curvilinear features in art pat-
terns. Lukáč et al. [32] use edges to take into account feature
orientation during synthesis and later uses features to paint
textures in [33]. For all of these methods, the key is to jointly
measure the similarity of color and shape features, between
the input and a synthesized texture. Some types of natural
patterns, for which edges are predominant, like cracks, have
been addressed with specific approaches. Mould [37] applies

Fig. 1 A (small) input texture is analyzed, and edges are extracted and encoded into an edge-based procedural texture (EBPT). New textures are
generated either automatically or by controlling the EBPT generation by the user
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image filters and generates an image of a fractured surface
from a line drawing. Glondu et al. [18] combine physical
simulationwith image statistics to guide the synthesis of frac-
tures. Our approach differs from edge-aware approaches in
that it first synthesizes the salient features using a procedural
technique and then maps corresponding patterns. It is thus
fast, intuitively controllable and applies to a large variety of
structured textures.

Inverse procedural texture modeling has been used to
determine parameters using measures applied to input exem-
plars, so as to recover a model using a generative method,
that ensures a certain resemblance between the model and
the input. While popular for 3D scenes [12] and 2D layouts
[44], very little has been done for stochastic objects [45].
Inverse procedural modeling [1] has not yet received much
attention in the field of texture synthesis. Mainly highly sym-
metric structures like building facades [47] and stochastic
“noise”-like patterns have been tackled [14,16], thus limit-
ing the scope of applications. Gilet et al. [17] improve noise
by example by adding some types of structures for proce-
dural synthesis. However, the band-pass filtering applied to
extract the structural components blurs edges which we want
to preserve. One reason for the lack of research in inverse
procedural texture synthesis may be related to the extreme
difficulty of this problem. There are not many procedural
texture “shaders” in databases (even though this number is
increasing constantly) compared to the huge variety of exist-
ing natural andman-madepatterns. For a givennatural image,
it is unlikely that a shader program exists that could exactly
match the image. To circumvent this issue, Ref. [21] models
only the structural part of the texture using a noise—similar
point process function. The resulting procedural pattern is
then augmented with color details using example-based syn-
thesis. The problem is the still limited scope of this function
as well as difficult analysis (segmentation to isolate struc-
ture and noise parameter extraction). Our approach adds also
color details to procedural representations, but avoids the
difficulty raised by the complexity of noise functions. We
consider edges, information which is easy to extract and ana-
lyze, instead of considering complicated structural patterns.

Machine learning (ML) has been used for generating syn-
thetic images and parametric models for image synthesis.
However, generating feasible images with a good control is
still challenging.A sampling approach [29] and aprobability-
based diffusion model [43] were proposed to extract visual
characteristics from training sets. However, the output often
suffers from blurry artifacts. Generative adversarial network
(GAN) [19] was introduced as a learning and inference
method, but generated images are often noisy and may have
oscillatory artifacts due to a small training data. Deep convo-
lutional GAN (DCGAN) [40] expands GAN by using vector
arithmetic for visual concepts that enables arbitrary feature
transfer from input to output, but is limited to faces and

human-made objects. One of the commonly used approaches
is the pix2pix [27] that has been applied in a wide variety
of applications including text to image [52], style transfer
[25], terrain synthesis [22], multi-domain image synthesis
[7,56], guided synthesis [41,50], and for generation of non-
stationary textures [20,55]. While ML methods provide user
control and generate realistic output, they often require an
expensive learning process with large amount of (labeled)
data, they need to be supervised, or they suffer from noise.

Our procedural representation of edge groups extends for-
mulations that have been limited to element arrangements
based on point groups [35]. We are thus able to produce
more complex structured color patterns, such as irregular-
shaped stone blocks, that were not possible with previous
formulations.

3 Method overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of our method. The input is a 2D
texture image, and the output is its procedural representation
as EBPT with a set of parameters −→p . A new texture can be
synthesized either fully automatically or by manually plac-
ing the edge groups. The overall appearance is controlled by
varying −→p .

The underlying idea of our approach is to find visually
salient features, i.e., edges, and encode their mutual positions
and orientations. Edges are essential for the perceived shape
of the structures in the image, and humans perceive them as
the significant visual features [36] as opposed to low gradient
changes [4].

Our algorithm (see an overview in Fig. 2) first analyzes the
input image (Sect. 4). The edges are extracted and grouped
based on their position, orientation, and length. Then,we out-
line important regions in the input using super pixels [31].
The regions will work as the blueprint of edge groups. The
user provides the desired number of groups, and the algo-
rithm calculates clusters of edges based on each edge’s length
and orientation. Each group’s center is used to calculate
local statistics that characterize the group. The information
includes the distribution, orientation, and shape (style) of the
edges in the group. The result of the texture analysis is a set of
edge groups that share similar properties. The edge groups,
together with the distribution of the edges inside each group
and the input image texture, form the EBPT of the input
image that can reconstruct it and generate new variations.

During output texture synthesis (Sect. 5), a new texture
is generated similar to the input. Our algorithm supports
two modes: First, a new texture can be generated fully auto-
matically by sampling the parameters of the EBPT. Second,
the user can also generate the output interactively either by
selecting the edge groups and placing them manually in the
output or by varying the parameters −→p of the EBPT. Once
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Fig. 2 System overview. The input texture analysis results in the edge-
based procedural model for the give input texture image. The input
texture is analyzed by extracting and organizing edges into edge groups.
Edge groups form the EBPT and are basic building blocks that can be

parameterized for either interactive or automatic texture generation. The
texture synthesis generates new exemplars by first placing the edges
groups and then filling the missing pixels from the input image

the EBPT is executed, it generates edges with similar dis-
tribution, orientation, and style based on the input statistics.
Multiple edge groups can be placed in, and they can be arbi-
trarily blended.

After the edges are placed in the output image, ourmethod
fills the pixels between edges by importing and blending
corresponding pixels from the input image using seamless
cloning [38] (Sect. 5.2).

4 Texture analysis

The input is a 2D image representing a texture. The output
is EBPT: a set of edge groups with information about edge
distributions based on local statistics and additional infor-
mation about edge group distributions. We develop a novel
encoding method for the edges and edge groups.

4.1 Edge extraction and encoding

We first find edges by using the structured forest edge extrac-
tion algorithm [10,11]. Then, we encode the edges as chain
code [13] that simplifies their further processing. We use the
Moore neighborhood (8 pixels) for chain code symbols.

To facilitate edge analysis and comparison, we encode
their spatial distributions by generating a feature vector
(Fig. 3) denoted by Fe for each edge e from the input image

Fe = [le, ce, αe, we] , (1)

where le denotes the length of each edge in pixels, ce is the
center of the edge bounding box, αe is its angle, and we is
the average edge width. The angle αe of the edge is the angle
between the first eigenvector of the PCA and the x-axis of the
coordinate system.The center point ce is found by calculating
edgemoments using chain codes [23] (i.e., chain code screen
space coordinates).

Fig. 3 Detected edge and the features used for further classification:
angle α, length l, and center of its bounding box c. We also store the
average edge width w

4.2 Edge groups and EBPT

We utilize superpixels [31] as the blueprint to build edge
groups. For each region, we find all edges whose ce belongs
to the area defined by a superpixel.We then filter edges based
on two spatial propertieswith strong visual saliency: the edge
length le and its angle αe. The user provides the number of
bins (usually 3×3), and the edges are quantized into them.We
experimented with uniform quantization that generates more
edges in a bin if there is a prevailing direction or length in
the input.We also implemented an adaptive quantization that
guarantees a similar number of edges in a bin that provides
better control. Both options are available in our implemen-
tation.

An example in Fig. 4 shows the set of extracted edges from
an image (left) and its corresponding separation into 3 × 3
bins. For example, the lower right corner bin includes all
edges between 2/3 of the maximum edge length to the
maximum (normalized) length with the angle between zero
and π/3 degrees. The input image can be reconstructed by
overlapping the edges from all the bins.

The reasoning behind the filtering is that longer edges are
more critical in the input image than the shorter ones. The
angle of the edges is also vital for the overall look-and-feel
of the output. Using the bins, the users can exclude visually
unimportant edges (e.g., short edges) from the synthesis or
use edges with prevailing direction.

In the next step, the spatial distribution of each (filtered)
edge group is characterized. We first calculate the center of
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Fig. 4 The extracted edges (left) are divided into 3×3 bins that quantize
them according to their length and angle

gravity of eg as the average of the edge centers, we denote
it ceg , and we call it the edge group center:

ceg = 1

|eg|
∑

∀e∈eg
ce. (2)

Then,weuse a voting scheme to assign the edges to the spatial
grid in polar coordinates centered around the ceg (Fig. 5). The
edge group is overlaid by a discrete grid of resolution n ×m
(12×30 in our implementation) in polar coordinates centered
on ceg . The relative number of edges that have their centers cei
in them is calculated for each bin.

The edge group is then represented by the non-empty cells
and the edges that belong to them, the edge group local statis-
tics, and ranking. An example in Fig. 5 shows a grid of 3×4.

In the next step, edge groups are encoded similarly to
how the edges were encoded (Fig. 6). We store the group
center, the distances from the center to each edge, and the
group angle. Group angle is calculated in the same way with
individual edges except that we use each edge’s center as the
PCA input.

As the edge groups are usually separated in the image,
we do not encode edge groups into bins. In this way, the
procedural representation is a two-level hierarchy.Weencode
edges into groups and edge groups into one meta-group.

Fig. 5 Edge group representation. Each edge group has its center ceg
and a set of edges (e1, e2, . . . , e7) (left). The edge centers are discretized
into a grid in polar coordinates centered around ceg (middle). The edge
group is represented by the non-empty cells (right), and each cell stores
its distance from ceg , the angle, and the list of corresponding edges

Fig. 6 From the input (left top), we extract edges and group them (left
bottom). Then, all edge groups are encoded based on their angles and
sizes. The user can control the number of bins

TheEBPT is then the two-level edge group hierarchywith
the encoded edges and their properties. We utilize EBPT
to characterize the input, represent procedural symbols, and
synthesize the output.

5 Texture synthesis

The texture synthesis uses the EBPT (i.e., the edge groups,
pixel from the input image, and EBPT parameters) to gen-
erate a new image from the input (Fig. 2). The placement of
edge groups defines the overall look of the texture. It can be
done either interactively or fully automatically by replicating
the edges’ distribution from the input. Pixel filling completes
the output by copying corresponding pixels from the input
for the edge groups.

5.1 Edge group placement

The input image can be reconstructed by placing the edge
groups at the corresponding centers’ location and applying
the pixel filling step. The edge placement supports can be
either interactive or automatic.

In the interactive synthesis mode, the user selects edge
groups and manually places them on the “canvas” that will
be the base of the final output (Fig. 7).

The texture can also be generated automatically. Instead
of placing the edge groups manually, the edge groups are
placed automatically, for example, by replicating the distri-
bution of the edges from the input or by using only edges
with a specific range of angles as shown in Fig. 15. Another
example in Fig. 8 shows an example of procedural synthesis.
Based on the parameters (Table 1), the output that exhibits
varying details from the top one-third to the bottom two-
thirds is automatically generated.
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Fig. 7 The user selects an edge group (top left) and places it on the
canvas (bottom left). The selected group appears in the output (right)

Fig. 8 An automatic synthesis using a simple procedural model. From
the input (top left), extracted edge groups are automatically distributed
(bottom left) based on the procedural representation. The bottom one-
third of the output (right) does not have the crack patterns, whereas the
rest shows mixed structures

Table 1 A simple procedural representation of edge groups

Region Structure Parameters Rotation

Top one-third Random Random [0.0, 40.0]

The rest Granular Size ≤ 32 px 0.0

5.2 Pixel filling

Once the edge groups have been positioned, the missing pix-
els in the output image are filled. We use seamless image
cloning [38] based on the distributed edge groups (Fig. 9).
The process consists of three steps. First, we find the region
of interest (ROI) using the edge group’s convex hull. The
ROI serves as the input mask to extract a patch. Using the
patch, we apply affine transformations (e.g., rotations) if
needed. Finally, we execute the cloning process to generate
the output. Although current methods such as image meld-
ing [8] can produce more detailed results, we decided to use
seamless image cloning that enables an interactive synthesis.

Fig. 9 The patch is defined based on an edge group (left). Transfor-
mations are applied before the seamless image cloning process (right)

Table 2 Timing of texture analysis and edge encoding steps

Image resolution Edge extraction (s)

256 × 256 0.285

512 × 512 0.689

1024 × 1024 2.382

2048 × 2048 7.955

Number of edges Edge encoding (s)

641 0.280

986 0.299

1366 0.350

6 Implementation and results

Our algorithm was implemented in C++ with OpenCV. We
tested our results on a workstation with Intel Xeon E5-1630
clocked at 3.7GHz,with 12GBofDDR4RAM,andNVIDIA
GeForce GTX TITAN X.

6.1 Performance

The time required by our application depends on the image
resolution and the number of processed edges. Table 2 shows
timing details for individual steps of texture analysis, and
Table 3 shows timings for the output synthesis.

During the texture analysis (Sect. 4), the edges are
extracted using the structured forest edge algorithm [10,11].
The edge encoding into chain codes takes up to three seconds
for largest images (2048 × 2048), and it has complex-
ity O (n × m), where n is the number of edges and m is
the number of processed pixels.

The texture synthesis (Sect. 5) has the same algorithmic
complexity O (n × m) as the texture analysis. The structure
building is done by distributing the edge groups in linear
time, and the pixel filling depends only on the number of
participating edge groups (i.e., total number of edges).
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Table 3 Timing of the texture synthesis step for texture sizes 10242

and 20482

Number of edges 1024 × 1024 (ms) 2048 × 2048 (ms)

120 167 210

246 288 357

360 329 454

Table 4 Timing comparison between image melding and our method
using texture sizes 2562, 5122, and 10242. 157 edges participated in the
synthesis process

Image size Image melding (s) Our method (s)

256 × 256 229.481 0.081

512 × 512 312.267 0.115

1024 × 1024 668.740 0.186

Wecompared the performance of our implementationwith
imagemelding [8], and the results are shown inTable 4. Since
our method does not require any exponential algorithm or
heavy repetitions, it is suitable for an interactive application.

6.2 Results

Below we show several results generated by our implemen-
tation of the proposed algorithm. The EBPT can be either
called directly with the set of parameters, or interactively,
where the user manipulates edges groups, rotates them, and
changes the parameters, and the output texture is generated.
The user modifies intuitively the location of the edge groups
to control the appearance of the output.

6.2.1 User-assisted procedural synthesis

Figure 10 shows a texture of concretewithmoss and scratches
that has been generated froma small example by successively
adding and rotating edges groups (shown in blue). When
only one edge group is added, the overall shape is similar
to the input, but it includes repetitions. The shape gets more
random, with more details as more edge groups are added.

The user can control the new texture by placing edge
groups and defining their parameters. The results in Figs. 8

and 9 show the effect of the edge group placement. A small
input texture is analyzed, and the edge group is repeatedly
placed and rotated. The edge group placement controls the
overall shape.

Figures 11 and 12 show examples of large texture synthe-
sis from small image examples. The left column shows the
input images of tree bark and marble with the edge groups
and the generated output edge groups. The edge groups were
located manually, and the right column shows the output
image. Each example took just a few seconds to generate.

We can also combine two EBPT from different inputs as
shown inFig. 13,where two images (a) and (b)with enhanced
edge groups are used. The edge groups from each EBPTwere
placed at different locations in the output (c) resulting in the
composite image (d).

Another example of using multiple input images is in
Fig. 14 showing a transition between significantly different
structures. The angular structures that appeared in (c) were
generated by rotating the selected edge group in (a).

A fully automatic procedurally generated texture is
shown in Fig. 15. A red marble texture was analyzed, and
edge groups were extracted. Then, the EBPT generated a
random texture with the same distribution as the input image
(b), then the edge groups were rotated by the same angle by
modifying one parameter of the EBPT, and the generation

Fig. 11 A small input texture of bark (left up) was used to generate
larger texture (right) by placing and randomizing edge groups (left bot-
tom)

Fig. 10 A small input texture (a) is used to generate new ones by successive adding and rotating edge groups (blue) (b)
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Fig. 12 A marble example (left up) generates larger texture (right) by
placing and randomizing edge groups (left bottom)

Fig. 13 Two input images (a, b) are analyzed, and EBPTwas extracted.
By combining two selected edge groups from the input images (c), a
new texture is synthesized (d)

from the previous step was repeated (c). In the last example
(d), we randomized EBPT parameters based on the regions.

6.3 Evaluation

We compare EBPT to several state-of-the-art algorithms.
Figure 19 shows the input image and a visual compari-
son with self-tuning texture optimization [28]. Self-tuning
texture optimization produces a visually similar output auto-
matically (the example took 121 min) but provides no user
control. The user cannot design a new variant of the tex-
ture. The EBPT allows for a simple generation of a variety
of textures by controlling the orientation (Fig. 19, top) and
the distributions (bottom) of edges. Moreover, the synthesis
is three orders of magnitude faster and allows for interac-
tive editing. The blending may, however, introduce artifacts,

Fig. 14 Combining two EBPTs allows generation of textures from dif-
ferent input. Here, the edge groups from two textures were combined
into a new image. Our interactive method grants users direct controls
on features of interest. The result (c) consists of background (b) and
user-placed features (a)

Fig. 15 A large texture can be generated by fully automatic execution
of the EBPT. The sample texture using (a), randomized output with a
similar distribution of the edge groups (b), edge groups rotated by a
fixed angle (c), and region-specific angle constraints (d)
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Fig. 16 Failure case: Our method tends to blur the image for a small
number of edge groups

which is a limitation of our approach (see Sect. 6.4 for more
limitations) (Fig. 16).

We have also compared our approach to the procedural
generation from Gilet et al. [17]. The result in the leftmost
column of Fig. 17 shows a noise synthesized by using only
the power spectrum as initially suggested in the work [14]. It
is well known that using the power spectrum only (Gaussian
texture) fails to capture the input image’s structure. The sec-
ond column was generated by applying an energy threshold
of 25% for the fixed-phases part, which tends to over blur
edges. The last column shows textures generated with our
approach.

Figure 18 represents comparisons between our method
and the semi-procedural approach by Guehl et al. [20]. Out
method allows an interactive synthesis using arbitrary sta-
tionary features and achieved 60% faster synthesis speed
using only CPU.

6.4 Limitations and failure cases

A limitation of our method is that the pixel filling algo-
rithm generates undesired artifacts if a small number of edge
groups are used. Figures 16 and 17 (bottom right) show
such cases. Moreover, the result may show symmetries and
repetitions (Fig. 10a) because the method focuses on semi-
structured appearances, which are difficult to clearly define
on the border of visual features (i.e., chunks of pixels). Thus,
the underlying idea of the pixel filling process is a smooth
transition between visually salient features. Ourmethod does
not aim at pixel-level patch matching and stitching.

Another failure case is for very small example textures
with strong structural properties where our method produces
highly repetitive results. Highly structured textures amplify
the artifacts between visually salient features (Fig. 19, top
right). In addition, our method may fail to capture visually
salient features in textures without clear edges (Fig. 19, bot-
tom right). However, it can be expected because of the type
of texture we focus on (i.e., unclear structures or patterns
which are not entirely stochastic).

Fig. 17 The first column shows the sample texture. The two middle
columns are generated by the algorithm from [17], and the last column
shows results produced by our approach

Fig. 18 The left column shows the sample texture. Images in themiddle
column are generated by the algorithm from [20], and the right column
shows our results

7 Conclusions

We have presented a novel approach that generates large
textures from a single image. Edge groups are the basic build-
ing blocks that are extracted from the input. Their structural
properties are encoded as local statistics and, together with
the control parameters, wrapped into the novel edge-based
texture synthesis method. The EBPT can be used either inter-
actively or automatically to generate larger outputs from a
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Fig. 19 Comparison of our results (right most column) with [28] (mid-
dle column). All images are generated from the examples on the left;
the edge groups are also shown

small-sized exemplar. Moreover, multiple EBPT can be used
to generate structures from different inputs.

There are many options for possible future work. The
edge coverage of the input provides a partitioning of the out-
put, and it would be interesting to see whether other methods
could complete the pixels, such as graph cuts [5], imagemeld-
ing [8], or PatchNet [24].

Our paper considers only edges with no branching. It
would be interesting to extend our method for branching
structures such as the work [42]. Another avenue for future
work is exploiting other basic building elements such as
saliency maps or other visually important features.

Moreover, our method uses only one level of the hier-
archy of the procedural model. We could fully integrate it
with HSLIC [31] where the edge groups would be combined
hierarchically to handle visually salient features more effec-
tively. For example, if a long edge crosses several superpixel
regions, our method requires user input to effectively subdi-
vide and define important features (e.g., texels). Multi-level
edge groups using HSLIC could address the issue.

Finally, while our method supports user input, its imple-
mentation is experimental without a robust GUI that would
allow us to run a comprehensive user study left as future
work.
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